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Executive Summary
Africa is among the largest cryptocurrency markets in the world. Unsurprisingly, countries with
the highest inflation rates in Africa also rank among the main cryptocurrency economies.
With some African countries recording double-digit inflation, it is no surprise that many of
these countries listed among the main crypto markets on the continent by gobitcoin.io.
We make it possible for local users to adopt crypto payments safely and easily, and for
international users to easily find new talent and markets. This, in turn, aids the harnessing of
the benefits of crypto to improve Africa’s business and talent presence in the world, thereby
encouraging local economic growth and prosperity with access to new and unexplored
opportunities in formerly unchartered territory.
Evidently, cryptocurrency is exploding in Africa and SAFCOIN, as the first exclusively Africafocused digital currency, is at the forefront of building use case technology within our network
to enhance and streamline shortcomings within African economies - thereby empowering
our users.
Africa boasts over 725-million mobile subscribers, and this, coupled with a rapid rise in
smartphone usage, literally puts the tools needed to access the cryptocurrency AND
SAFCOIN ecosystem at people’s fingertips.
When we embarked on our journey to develop SAFCOIN, our vision for Africa was, and still is to:
• Develop an inter-continental non-fiat sending eco-system, with instant transaction
facilitation and low transaction fees
• Develop the continent’s cryptocurrency economy by helping new and emerging
cryptocurrency traders succeed in an uneducated and untapped market, and making it
easily accessible whilst being easy to use and understand within a safe environment
• Revolutionize Business-to-Business (B2B) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) trade on the continent
by making it possible for citizens to transact with anyone, anywhere, and at any time –
eliminating hefty and bulky middleman transaction fees, which is crucial to enhance the
rapid growth within the e-commerce and gig economy sectors in Africa.
The continent stands to reap extensive benefits from cryptocurrency, not the least of which
are increased global economic participation, equal access to world financial systems and
services, and broad-based economic prosperity.

The founding members of the SAFCOIN project possess extensive experience within
the E-commerce, Gig Economy and online payments processing space, with a strong
and revered knowledge and background of the frequently encountered obstacles and
complexities which have delayed growth within these sectors, across the African countries
we serve.
Another noteworthy aspect in our extensive portfolio is the myriad of services accessible via
our platforms, some of which are still in fervent development. At SAFCOIN, we pride ourselves
in the fierce pursuit of our mission to provide users with the holistic crypto and e-commerce
experience through our SAFCOIN eco-system, ranging from functions that facilitate crypto
transactions, all the way through to providing a platform for job stimulus. These include our
curated platforms, namely:
•
•

•
•

•

SAFCOIN Mobile Wallet, which is at the core of the SAFCOIN Eco-system, which allows
users to be synced across all SAFCOIN platforms within in our eco-system
SAFPay Payment Gateway, a crypto-to-crypto payment gateway that facilitates
instant crypto payments for popular cryptocurrencies and third-party wallets
integration
Cryptovalley.africa, an international online shopping platform, supporting multiple
vendors, aimed at growing local businesses
Mobijobs.africa – A crypto-powered freelance marketplace which caters for the cash
out options local users utilize daily, making earning on a global scale possible, and
cashouts both cheaper and faster.
SAFCOIN Rewards connects African e-commerce AND brick-and-mortar businesses
to a network of customers locally and worldwide.

Our eco-system has enabled us to cover significant ground in service provision, in both
ethical and confidential fashion, prizing the protection of user information alongside the
provision of a user-friendly interface on all platforms.
It is an exciting time to lead the industry into the next growth phase.

Technical Information
Instrument

SAF

Blockchain

Public Blockchain
Lite Coin Fork
Proof of Work, Scrypt Algorithm

Algorithm

2.5 Minutes per block generation time

Free SAFCOIN mining pool to be launched soon.

Coin Total Supply

10M (10 000 000)

Coin to be mined

1.8M coin left to be mined publicly*
Free mining pool details to be announced soon.

Coin in Supply

8 287 630*

Coin Mining End

2046

Blockchain Explorer

safcoinblockexplorer.com

Block Halving + Reward

SAFCOIN Transaction verification rewards for miners when coin mining cap reached.

2019:
2020:
2021:
2022:
2023:
2024:
2025:
2026:
2027:
2028:
2029:
2030:
2031:
2032:
2033:

10
5
2.5
1.25
0.625
0.3125
0.15625
0.078125
0.0390625
0.01953125
0.00976563
0.00488281
0.00244140
0.00122070
0.00061035

2034:
2035:
2036:
2037:
2038:
2039:
2040:
2041:
2042:
2043:
2044:
2045:
2046:

0.00030517
0.00015258
0.00007629
0.00001907
0.00000953
0.00000476
0.00000238
0.00000119
0.00000059
0.00000029
0.00000014
0.00000003
0.00000001

2047+:

Transaction Verification Reward

*These figures will fluctuate as mining progresses.

Coin Distribution

10M TOTAL SUPPLY

5M SAF
Mining: Proof of Work

5M Pre-Mined SAF

10%
Exchanges and Partnerships

23%
Mined and Distributed to Mining
Pool Members

10%

Mined for Project Development,
Team and Advisors

17%

Remaining to be Mined by 2024

2%

Distributed to 1st ICO Participants

35%

SAF Crypto Rewards Reserve

3%

Reserved for IEO Participants

Pleased to meet you.

SAFCOIN is an ecosystem for 1.3 billion Africans,
connecting emerging markets to the world of
online commerce, thereby accelerating the
continent’s participation in a global economy.
www.safcoin.africa
www.cryptovalley.africa
www.mobijobs.africa

